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INTRODUCTION
From the beginning ofmy involvement with fibers and textiles,
my main focus had been with color and texture - creating a piece of fabric
which would look and feel beautiful, sensuous or both. Many ofmy fabrics
were designed to be clothing simply because I wanted to be able to touch them
and see them all the time. My work emphasized function, and my vision did
not extend below the surface of any fabric.
Last spring, however, I had a vision ofa coatmade entirely ofrose
vines. Perhaps the course in basketry techniques I had just completed
influencedmy imagination, but whatever the reason, it was a strong insistent
vision. I spentmany weeks trying to decipher its meaning and, in the process,
started seeing other coats, as well, almost equally as non-functional. I did not
immediately understand that these garments were not meant to be worn. The
coats had become metaphors; they were representations of strongly felt
emotions.
For the first time, I was faced with the task of portraying a
feeling, of exposing my own emotions to others, trying to evoke a response of
recognition, ofmutuality, of awareness. Could I really do this?
September arrived ... time to presentmy thesis concept. "My god,
who am I kidding? Express, expose myself 'out loud'? Can't do it, sorry. Find
something vague, something safe about process. That's what I do best, right?
'The purpose of this thesis will be to explore personal interpretations of color
and weave
' That's vague enough, isn't it? Now just think ofa safe, easy
non-threatening process to fit into the statement."
Almost one entire quarter was spent searching for that perfect
process, something which would challenge mymanual skills but not endanger
my private self. The search was fruitless; I could not shake the vision of the
coats.
Surrendering to the inevitable, I named the vision. I called it
"Emotional Armor". From the first, I realized that process would be secondary
to the statement I felt compelled to make. I would use whatever materials or
processes I needed to make my concept visible to others, to make it concrete
for myself.
Life is a painful and often dangerous journey. It is human nature
to protect oneself from the unknown or from perceived or suspected dangers.
My presentation of Emotional Armor is a personal view of self-protection, a
blend ofmy own realities channeled through my love for textiles. It is also a
universal concept. All of us wear our own forms of armor.
CHAPTER 1
CONCEPT
Once I realized that my vision was a metaphor for emotions, I
knew that process would be secondary to the statement I was trying to make.
By secondary, I mean that I was willing to use any method which I felt would
express what I wanted to say, rather than sticking to a strict set of
"textile"
techniques.
My concept centered around the many ways in which human
beings protect themselves from real or perceived dangers to their innermost
fragile selves, and the personas they present to the world for that purpose. I
searched countless books hoping to find some view which would concur with
mine, helping me to expound more clearly about my subject. I had little
success.
Returning to my own initial thoughts, I realized that the
garments in my vision represented the
"armor"
which was built and worn to
provide that protection. Theywere ametaphor for everything I wanted to say.
A metaphor allows us to understand one experience in terms of
another. Because emotional concepts, especially, are either abstract or unclear,
we comprehend them bymeans ofother kinds ofconcepts and experiences, i.e.,
via metaphor.
My purpose was not to utilize the social view of "real" armor, i.e.,
chain-mail, but rather to embody these feelings of self-defense with materials
which would more accurately, yet more subtly, reveal them.
Initially, I envisioned coats made of glass, vine, felt, and clay, as
these materials physically expressed the emotional content of my images.
Glass communicated to me a broken or shattered psyche. Vine presented a
brittle barrier. Felt appealed as being soft and comforting, yet strong and
impenetrable enough to protect and hide. Clay, hard and unyielding, can,
nonetheless, be easily broken.
Combining these with bronze, silk, wire, gauze and other
materials, my goal was to isolate and depict this one aspect ofhuman nature
self-protection.
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CHAPTER 2
THE BEGINNING
Although my first mental image was the coat of vine, the glass
piece insisted on priority. I saw it as two shells; an interior torso and an outer
coat. The torso, of broken glass, was an expression of shattered dreams; the
coat, something sensuous and beautiful, covered the damage within. A
cheerful exterior is often presented to hide emotional pain.
The glass was tricky. How to create something jagged and broken
without damaging the outer shell or, for that matter, the viewer? Casting
resin was suggested as a mold within which to set the glass; although its
fumes are known to be harmful, it dries clear and quite strong, and the resin
would allow the broken glass to be clearly visible but no longer dangerous.
After forming the mold (a torso) in raw clay, the first layer of resinwas poured
into it. When it had begun to set up a bit, the glass was placed into position
and the rest of the resin was poured into the mold. I was unhappily surprised
to discover that the clay would not release from the resin. Instead of a clear
molded form inlaid with broken glass representing fragility and brittleness,
there was, after much chipping and prying, a heavy mud-embedded torso
consisting ofvery smelly plastic and shards of an expensive piece of glass, not
suitable for anything but the trash. Although initially advised to use the raw
clay, I realized now that only a totally non-porous material would serve as a
mold. However, the prohibitive cost of the resin and its toxic odor decided me
against its further use.
I needed to find another way to deal with glass. With some
changes to my initial design, my next thought was to actually form the torso
with clear slumped glass which could then be filled with small glass shards.
Not working very well with negative form, I sculpted a torso from clay. After
bisque firing, it was covered over with more clay to form the negative mold.
This, too, was bisque fired. The next step was to brush the mold with kiln
wash and lay sheet glass over the mold. It would be placed in a special kiln
and fired just enough to melt the glass gently into the mold shape.
Unfortunately, due to assistance and time constraints, nothing was finished
after completion of the mold.
Though the glass piece was not finished for this body ofwork, it
is still a strong image, and I hope to experiment further with the material.
Another material that I envisioned for my metaphor was clay.
The clay piece was to be a large bas-relief torso, jaggedly torn apart. Held to
the wall with spikes driven into its "flesh", it would speak of breakage and
pain, yet stoically hold together. Again, because of time constraints and
unavailability of kiln space, the idea was postponed.
Not wanting to dwell on the failure of the glass and clay ideas, I
decided to move along to the vine image.
RESIN TORSO and SLUMPING MOLD
CHAPTER 3
FIRST PIECE: EMOTIONAL ARMOR #1
For the first vine piece, I saw a smoked vine kimono or jacket,
inside which a tiny silk kimono would hang. Small bones would hang inside
the silk kimono. I hoped to express a precious and rich inner existence
surrounded by a barrier which, while protective, allowed others a glimpse
inside.
My first and only experience with vine had been the previous
winter during a basketry course, and I loved the free and unstructured way of
working with this material. I soon discovered, however, that, for creating a
larger piece, some structure was required. After making an armature out of
chicken wire, I wove the smoked vine into, around and through the wire until
it could support itself without the wire, if I chose. Once the kimono was
woven, however, the wire seemed appropriate. I had initially intended to
weave barbed wire into the vine, but it was literally and visually much too
heavy for the vine and was, therefore, eliminated. Despite its lack ofbarbs or
thorns, the smoked vine nonetheless gave the impression of holding one at a
distance.
The small inner kimonowas hand sewn from dyed silk charmeuse,
screen-printedwith the chickenwire pattern to create a continuity between the
inner and outer shells. At this point, however, I discovered the small kimono
appeared totally incongruous within the much larger vine torso.
Momentarily deterred, I felt as though the vine form would defy
every solution. The torso overpowered all interiors I could devise. Finally, in
my mind's eye I saw a slight figure, a frail exhausted dress hanging limply
inside. I knew cheesecloth, dyed a dull dark shade, was the perfect material
to express that feeling of defeat.
The choice of cheesecloth for the external garment, as well, was
made to unify the interior and exterior of the image and to speak of the ploys
and diversions we make to hide our true selves. This figure presents a
cheerful front, and yet it cannot be separated from the sadness and tired defeat
within.
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EMOTIONAL ARMOR #1
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CHAPTER 4
SECOND PIECE: EMOTIONAL ARMOR #2
The felted torso was the only piece I did not picture with two
distinct shells. My intention was to portray the poignancy of a fortress
guarding emptiness. I hoped to achieve a painfully distressed surface with
burns and holes revealing . . . nothing.
I searched for "black sheep"fleece to avoid the smooth evenness
ofdyed wool. After felting, itwas cut into strips and sewn together in a lapped
shingle effect. My efforts to then damage the felt were surprising.
I first attempted to burn the fabric with fire. The flames
blackened its surface but did not actually penetrate the fibers, and the black
flaked off easily when touched. Obviously, the most distressing thing about
the fire was the smell!
I then proceeded to pour nitric and sulfuric acid onto the felt. I
might as easily have been pouring water. Nothing happened at all. What a
quandary. I was beginning to understand why the people in the Mideast and
in Asia used felt for so many things.
A breakthrough came with the suggestion to combine nitric acid
with sodium hydroxide pellets on the wetted wool. Laying the sewn felt on the
floor and wetting it thoroughly, I placed pellets of sodium hydroxide wherever
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I desired burns and holes and then applied nitric acid to the pellets with a
dropper. Success. Withmuch hissing, some smoke and nasty fumes, very ugly
holes were burning into the felt. I discovered that, although the sodium
hydroxide would burn through the felt by itself, the
"wounds"
would not
discolor at all without the aid of the acid. I also found it was possible to be
fairly precise with the holes once I learned to place each pellet and hit it
exactly with the acid.
Having been pleasedwith the chicken wire as an armature for the
vine, I decided to use it for the felt as well. However, the felt needed a base
for support in addition to the armature, and one was fashioned from pine.
More wool and mohair were dyed red and felted to create an
undersurface for the distressed wool. Once the underlayer was stitched and
braced to the inside of the armature, the distressed felt was laid over all.
Wherever a hole was burned through the outer layer, the wire was clipped
partially through the armature so the underlayer would be visible. Large
ungainly stitches of similar color were made over the surface of the torso,
serving both literally and symbolically to hold the figure together. Because it
was not meant to attract, I discarded the idea of stitches which would stand
out and call attention to themselves. Rather, tiny scattered stitches of copper
thread were sewn around the torso to imply the beauty that once was. The
sleeves of the kimono/torso were left open, but one can see nothing within.
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The felted figure speaks to us of an armor built up over years of
pain and hardship, built strong to last, butwith nothing left to protect. Barely
visible is a scattering of former beauty. What is seen is monumental and yet
full of despair; strong, yet empty of any reason for strength.
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EMOTIONAL ARMOR #2
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CHAPTER 5
THIRD PIECE: EMOTIONAL ARMOR #3
The small silk kimono was still begging for a home. Although I
had not initially intended to create two figures ofvine, I knew that it was the
perfect material ~ a good contrast with the silk. I started working smaller for
this piece. After building another wire armature, the vine was dyed dark gray
to compliment the blue-gray and the iron oxide of the screen-printed silk. As
with the felted piece, no opening was left for a neck hole. Instead, the vine
was woven compactly at the base of the torso and at the ends of the sleeves.
Becoming less dense as it reached the center of the form, the vine allowed the
small kimono, once inside, to be partially visible and yet unreachable.
Small bones were cast in bronze and hung inside the small
kimono, and the kimono was then placed inside the vine form.
This figure speaks of fragility and hidden beauty and secrets. The
vine presents a brittle barrier between the viewer and the rich precious life
within.
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EMOTIONAL ARMOR #3
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CHAPTER 6
FOURTH PIECE: EMOTIONAL ARMOR #4
The carpet tack jacket presents an exterior which, at first,
appears soft and touchable but, on closer examination, proves to be rather
dangerous. It expresses quite forcefully its message of self-protection. The
jacket has, like the felted torso, an inner and outer surface, but it does not
consist of separate shells. Rather, the outside tacks and the inside felt are two
sides of the same entity.
Using metal screening as "fabric", the small jacket was hand
sewn, and carpet tacks were thrust through the openings. The carpet tacks,
which appear hand-carved, added a raw immediate quality to a sense of
impending damage. The tacks were placed close together to create a fur-like
appearance. I soon discovered that when only a few tacks pierced the
screening, they held themselves in place, but when hundreds were added, the
weight of their combined mass shifted the weave of the screen and the tacks
fell out as fast as they were pushed in. Clear epoxy, PC7, "Liquid
Nails"
and
contact cement were the adhesives utilized to hold the tacks in the screening.
None of these adhesives totally resolved the problem; future pieces will require
further testing. Once the tacks were in place, the jacket was painted black,
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and the tips of the tacks were painted red and gold to further promote the
appearance of fur.
Against this decidedly dangerous exterior, the interior is a
brightly colored, very sheer and fragile felted wool.
The only piece that is not a complete torso, the jacket speaks of
fragility and beauty fearsomely protected. While the carpet tacks may instill
in some viewers a fear of attack, this garment is strictly one of self-protection.
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EMOTIONAL ARMOR #4
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION
Last spring, I had a vision of a coat made entirely of rose
vines. . . .
The creation of this body of work has been an amazing and
exciting experience for me. It was my first opportunity to use disparate
processes to express a personal concept. It was, more importantly, my first
attempt to share myself through my art.
Despite much trial and error, tears and travail, I believe thatmy
work successfully conveys the essence ofmy concept, Emotional Armor. I am
proud of that, because I feel that my linguistic abilities often preventmy being
clear or concise verbally. It is a human quality to protect our inner selves;
only our disguises change. Using clothing as a metaphor allowed the concept
to be more easily understood and shared.
While individually some figures may speakmore powerfully than
others, as a body ofwork they make a cohesive and potent statement. More
importantly, the vision, the metaphor, is still compelling. The possibilities for
further development seem endless. My intention for the future is to continue
my exploration, hoping that the vision and my work will further evolve.
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In the course of one year, everything about the way I work, even
the way I think about my work, has changed. The changes have been
bewildering, sometimes frightening, but always exciting. I think, I hope, I
have moved to a deeper level than before.
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